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Abstract The influence of a strong homogeneous electric

field on the states of charge carriers in the structure of

quantum dot–quantum well (QDQW) is studied theoreti-

cally. It is shown that a strong external field changes rad-

ically the character of carrier motion in the structure and

leads to an additional field-localization of the particle along

the polar angle variable. An explicit form of the wave

functions and energy spectrum of single-particle states in

the structure in the presence of an external field is obtained.

The possibilities of experimental and operational applica-

tions of the theoretical results obtained for the study of

core/layer/shell structures as well as of hollow spheres are

also shown.

Keywords Nanoheterolayer � Electrostatic field �
Localization

Introduction

The rapid progress in the techniques of semiconductor

material growth makes it possible to fabricate various

quantum nanostructures. Research on semiconductor

nanoparticles has become a wide and interdisciplinary field

of science over the last two decades. Low-dimensional

quantized semiconductor nanostructures from quantum well

(QW), through quantum wire (QWr) to quantum dot (QD),

exhibited unique physical properties differing substantially

from those of the bulk solids. These systems hold promise

for opto- and nanoelectronics, and are extensively

investigated due to their remarkable applications (electronic

devices, tunable optoelectronic elements, lasers, telecom-

munication systems, etc. (Balandin and Wang 2006;

Schmid 2010; Rogach 2008; Hofman 2009)). Recently, a

wide variety of new and promising heteroquantum dots

(inhomogeneous QDs) named quantum dot–quantum wells

(QDQWs) have been fabricated and studied both theoreti-

cally and experimentally. They mainly consisted of II–VI,

IV–VI, and III–V compounds and can be presented, such as

CdS/HgS/CdS, ZnS/CdS/ZnS, CdSe/HgSe/CdSe, CdTe/

HgTe/CdTe, CdS/PbS/CdS, PbSe/CdS/PbSe, PbSe/CdSe/

PbSe, AlAs/GaAs/AlAs/, InP/InAs/InP, etc. heterostruc-

tures (see for e.g., (Balandin and Wang 2006; Schmid 2010;

Rogach 2008; Hofman 2009; Eychmuller et al. 1993;

Schooss et al. 1994; Mews et al. 1996; Hause et al. 1993;

Bryant 1995; Little et al. 1998; Braun et al. 2001; Bryant

and Jaskolski 2003; Perez-Conde and Bhattacharjee 2006;

Berezowsky et al. 2006; Weng et al. 2009; Guo-Yi 2004;

Royo et al. 2007; Brovelli et al. 2011; Jia 2011; SalmanOgli

and Roatami 2011) and references therein).The QDQW

structure involves an onion-like nanosystem composed of a

quantum dot core surrounded by two or more shells of

alternating narrower and wider band gap materials. The

original feature of QDQW is that their physical properties

can be controlled and can be tuned by changing the core

radius, the thickness of the quantized layer and the size of

the outermost shell. These types of hierarchical nanostruc-

tures introduce a new dimension to band gap engineering

(modification of band gap profile, charge-carrier properties,

and luminescence feature). In the case of QDQW structures

additional tuning of the energy levels and carrier wave

functions can be achieved by varying the composition and

the width of the QW surrounding the QD. Quantum dot–

quantum well-type heterophase nanostructures have also

attracted much attention due to their interesting physics and
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possible electronic and optical applications. They also are

promising candidates for use in optoelectronic elements and,

in particular, can be used in a variety of applications

involving optical devices, such as photodetectors or photo-

voltaic cells (Kim et al. 2006; Cat et al. 2009; Prasad 2004).

A QDQW structure can be formed by coating QD, preferably

spherical shaped (core), with a thin layer of a different

semiconductor that has a smaller energy gap and then further

covered by a thick layer (shell) of the same semiconductor as

the dot, which has a large energy gap. For e.g., in the CdS/

HgS/CdS QDQW structure the core of CdS (band gap of

2.5 eV) is surrounded and covered with a quantized layer of

the narrower band gap material (HgS, band gap of 0.5 eV for

b–HgS), which is then covered by another thick CdS layer

(shell). In this composition the b–HgS layer provides a

quantum well for both electrons and holes, whereas CdS

core- and shell-components of the system play a role of

barriers (Eychmuller et al. 1993; Schooss et al. 1994; Mews

et al. 1996; Hause et al. 1993; Bryant 1995; Little et al. 1998;

Braun et al. 2001), i.e., along the ‘‘global’’ confinement of the

entire nanoparticle, the additional ‘‘local’’ confinement in the

internal quantum well of the sample takes place in QDQW

structures. Several experimental and theoretical investiga-

tions of this system have shown that after optical excitation

the electrons and holes in this heterostructure are localized in

the HgS QW (Guo-Yi 2004; Royo et al. 2007; Braun et al.

2002). Other well-known and widely studied QDQW sys-

tems, for e.g., ZnS/CdS/ZnS (Bryant and Jaskolski 2003;

Perez-Conde and Bhattacharjee 2003, 2006; Cao et al.

(2005), CdTe/HgTe/CdTe (Kim et al. 2006; Cat et al. 2009;

Prasad 2004)), also exhibit similar properties. So, it is clear

that the study of states of charge carriers in the internal QW

of such barrier/well/barrier structures under the different

physical conditions is of a separate interest. From this point

of view in several papers in the frameworks of various

approximations are being discussed the electronic, hole

(Eychmuller et al. 1993; Schooss et al. 1994; Mews et al.

1996; Hause et al. 1993; Bryant 1995; Little et al. 1998;

Braun et al. 2001; Bryant and Jaskolski 2003; Perez-Conde

and Bhattacharjee 2006), excitonic (Kim et al. 2006; Cat

et al. 2009; Prasad 2004; Heng and Jun-Jie 2004; Kai and Xia

(1998); Jun-Jie (2002)) and phonon (Berezowsky et al. 2006;

Weng et al. 2009; Guo-Yi 2004; Royo et al. 2007) states, as

well as the optical absorption and luminescence spectra

(Eychmuller et al. 1993; Schooss et al. 1994; Mews et al.

1996; Hause et al. 1993; Bryant 1995; Little et al. 1998;

Braun et al. 2001; Kim et al. 2006; Cat et al. 2009; Prasad

2004; Porteanu et al. 2001; Fang et al. 2010) of QDQW

structures.

At the same time, it is well recognized that the electronic,

kinetic, optical, and number of other properties of nano-

structures (as well as those of bulk samples) are strongly

affected by external static fields. We focus on the external

uniform electric field. In this aspect, there are a relatively

small number of publications that focus on the study of

modulating influence of external uniform electric field on

the QDQW structures. In particular, in the framework of the

available scientific literature, we could not find references

concerning the electro-absorption in QDQWs.

As for theoretical works, the magnetic and electric field

effects on the binding energy of a shallow donor confined to

move in spherical QDQW is studied in Rahmani et al.

(2009), and quadratic electro-optic effects and electro-

absorption process in multilayer nanoshells is discussed in

Bahari and Moghadam (2011). In the previous works of the

author with co-authors the influence of weak external uni-

form (Harutyunyan 2003, 2007; Harutyunyan et al. 2004a)

and radial (Harutyunyan 2002; Harutyunyan et al. 2004b)

electrostatic fields on the electronic and optical properties

of QDQWs are examined theoretically. In the present paper,

we studied theoretically the influence of strong external

homogeneous electrostatic field on the single-electron states

in spherical QDQW and, correspondingly, on the interband

optical absorption spectra of the system.

Modeling approach and approximations

We assume that for the considered core/layer/shell QDQW

structure the following conditions are satisfied:

1. both the core and the shell are made from the same

material,

2. the material of layer has narrower band-gap than the

material of the core (shell),

3. for overlapping band gaps of contacting materials the

interface band offset, counted from the vacuum level,

is much greater than the charge carriers’ confinement

energy of radial motion in the layer.

In this sense a typical heterostructure is, for example, a

direct-band CdS/HgS/CdS system.

In this case, from the quantum mechanical point of view

the QDQW can be presented as a structure of barrier/well/

barrier. Correspondingly, the confinement potential of

quantized heterolayer of the structure can be approximated,

in radial direction, by the quantum well ‘‘rolled-up into a

sphere’’ (Harutyunyan 2002, 2003, 2007; Harutyunyan

et al. 2004a, b):

Uconf rð Þ ¼ 0; when R1\r\R2

1; when r �R1; r �R2

�
ð1Þ

Here R1 and R2 are the inner and outer radii of the layer,

respectively. Note that a model approach (1) can be applied

with great accuracy to the case of hollow nanospheres

(SnO2, ZnO, InP etc.) also (Fan et al. 2006; Zhang et al.

2008; Zhu and Qian 2010; Wang et al. 2011).
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It is also assumed, that the layer is ‘‘thin enough’’ and

lies fairly far from the centre of the system:

L � R1; R2; L ¼ R2 � R1 ð2Þ

At the same time we will also restrict the analysis with the

strong confinement (strong quantization) regime when

the Coulomb interaction between the electron and hole in

the layer can be neglected in comparison with the

confinement energies of charge carriers. This means that

the thickness of the layer L is sufficiently smaller than the

Bohr radius aL of the bulk exciton in the material of the layer:

L2 � a2
L: ð3Þ

We will carry out theoretical analysis within isotropic

effective-mass approximation in the framework of simple

parabolic non-degenerate direct-band model. Let us assume

that the external uniform field F~ ¼ F~ð0; 0;FÞ is directed

along the z-axis. In general, if the static dielectric constants

of the core ðe1Þ; layer ðe2Þ and shell ðe3Þ are different, then

in spherical coordinates ðr; #;uÞ we obtain the following

expression for electrostatic energy of particle in the layer

(Smythe 1968):

Vðr; #Þ ¼ qF Br þ C

r2

� �
cos# � V rð Þ cos# ð4Þ

Here q is the charge of particle, and the constants B and

C, that are specified from the boundary conditions for

electrostatic potential and its derivatives at r = R1 and

r = R2, are as follows:

B ¼ C

R3
1

e
3
þ 2e2

e2 � e1

;

C ¼ 3e1 e2 � e1ð ÞR3
1R3

2

e2 þ 2e1ð Þ e3 þ 2e2ð ÞR3
2 þ 2 e1 � e2ð Þ e2 � e3ð ÞR3

1

:

ð5Þ

The corresponding Schrodinger equation for a particle in

the layer can be written as

� �h2

2l
D r; #;uð ÞW r; #;uð Þ þ V rð Þ cos#W r; #;uð Þ

¼ EW r; #;uð Þ ð6Þ

with boundary conditions

W r ¼ R1ð Þ ¼ W r ¼ R2ð Þ ¼ 0 ð7Þ

In Eq. (6) Dðr; #;uÞ is Laplace operator in spherical

coordinates, and l and E are the effective mass and full

energy of the particle in the layer, respectively.

The solutions of Eq. (6) are sought in the form as

W r; #;uð Þ ¼ U r; #ð Þf uð Þ

� U r; #ð Þ eijmjuffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p ; m ¼ 0;�1;�2; . . .ð Þ ð8Þ

We obtain now instead of Eq. (6):

� �h2

2l
1

r2

o

or
r2 o

or

� �
� 1

r2 sin#
sin#

#

o#

� �
� m2

r2 sin#

� �

	 U r; #ð Þ þ V rð Þ cos# ¼ EU r; #ð Þ: ð9Þ

Taking into account the condition (2) for the layer, the

functions V(r) and r-2 in Eq. (9) can be considered as

slowly varying in interval [R1, R2]. This makes it possible

to solve the Eq. (9) in the adiabatic approximation.

Separating in Eq. (9) the fast (radial) part and

introducing simultaneously U ðr; #Þ and E in the forms

U r; #ð Þ ¼ U rð Þv #ð Þ;E ¼ Erad þ Eang ð10Þ

we obtain for the wave function U(r) and energy Erad of

radial motion of particle in the layer (Harutyunyan 2002,

2003, 2007; Harutyunyan et al. 2004a; b):

Un rð Þ ffi
ffiffiffi
2

L

r
sin pn

L r � R1ð Þ
r

;Erad � En

ffi p2�h2n2

2lL2
; n ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .ð Þ ð11Þ

Accordingly, for the angular wave function vð#Þ we

obtain the equation

� �h2

2l
1

R2
n

1

r2 sin#
sin#

#

o#

� �
m2

R2
n sin#

� �
v #ð Þ þ V0 cos#

¼ Eangv #ð Þ; ð12Þ

or

1

sin g
o

og
sin g

o

og

� �
v gð Þ � m2

sin2 g
v gð Þ

þ 2lR2
n

�h2
Eang þ V0 cos g
� 	

v gð Þ ¼ 0 ð13Þ

Here g ¼ p � #;

R�2
n � 1

r2


 �
ffi R�2

1 1 � L

R1

þ L2

R2
1

1 � 3

2p2n2

� �� �
; ð14Þ

V0 � V rð Þh i ¼ Br þ C

r2


 �
ffi BR1 1 þ L

2R1

� �
þ C

L2
ln

R2

R1

ð15Þ

are the results of adiabatic averaging of ‘‘slow’’ functions

r–2 and V(r) over the states of ‘‘fast’’ motion (Exp. (11)).

Single-particle states in the layer in the presence

of strong external field

Let us assume that in Eqs. (12), (13) the following condi-

tion takes place
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V0

Eang

� 1: ð16Þ

Physically this condition means that the depth of potential

well Vðr; #Þ ffi V0 cos# ¼ �V0 cos g; which creates the

external field along the angular variable, is much larger

than the energy of the particle along the corresponding

direction. Condition (16) allows us to present a potential well

for the lower energy levels in the form

V0 cos g � V0 1 � g2=2
� 	

ð17Þ

Correspondingly, taking into account the possibility of

expansion of Exp. (17), instead the Eq. (13) we obtain the

following new equation:

g2 d2v
dg2

þ g
dv
dg

þ ag4v þ bg2v � m2v ¼ 0;

a ¼ � 2lR2
nV0

�h2
; b ¼

2lR2
n Eang þ V0

� 	
�h2

� �
; ð18Þ

This equation can be reduced to an equation of

hypergeometric type (Zaytsev and Polyanin 2001), and

its solution can be presented in the following form:

vk;m gð Þ

¼ Ck; mj jg
mj j exp �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�a

p

2
g2

� �
1F1 �k; mj j þ 1;

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�a

p
g2

� 	
;

Zp

0

vk;m gð Þ
�� ��2sin gdg ¼ 1; ðk ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .Þ ð19Þ

Here Ck,|m| is a normalized constant, and 1F1(a, b, x) is

Kummer confluent hipergeometric function. Taking into

account the Exps. (16), (17) for Ck,|m| we obtain (Landau

and Lifshitz 1977):

Ck; mj j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2

Jk; mj j

s
�h2

2lR2
nV0

� � mj jþ1

2

; Jk; mj j

¼
Z1

0

x mj je�x
1F1 �k; mj j þ 1; xð Þj j2dx

¼ mj j!k!
mj j þ 1ð Þ mj j þ 2ð Þ. . . mj j þ kð Þ

Correspondingly, the particle’s energy along the polar

angle (#) variable will be presented in the following form:

Eang � Ek; mj j ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�h2V0

2lR2
n

s
2k þ mj j þ 1ð Þ;

ðk ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .; m ¼ 0;�1;�2; . . .Þ ð20Þ

Here and below we omit the additive energy term V0,

since it only leads to a shift of the origin of energy and,

consequently, has no real physical meaning.

Discussion of results

Let us now discuss the results obtained in the work. In the

absence of a field with other similar conditions, the state of

the carriers in the layer are described by the following

wave functions (Harutyunyan 2002, 2003, 2007; Harutyu-

nyan et al. 2004a, b)

W 0ð Þ
n;l;m r; #;uð Þ ffi

ffiffiffi
2

L

r
sin

pn r�R1ð Þ
L

r
Yl;m #;uð Þ

� U 0ð Þ
n rð ÞYl;m #;uð Þ ð21Þ

where n = 1,2,… is the radial quantum number,

Yl;mð#;uÞ are normalized spherical functions (Landau

and Lifshitz 1977) and l, m are orbital and azimuthal

quantum numbers, respectively. The energy spectrum of

charge carriers in the absence of field is at the same time

as the substructure

E
0ð Þ

n;l ffi p2�h2n2

2lL2
þ �h2l l þ 1ð Þ

2lR2
n

; ð22Þ

In this substructure each nth level with a given l has

2l ? 1-fold degeneracy by the azimuthal quantum number

m, which is not explicitly included in the expression of

energy.

From the form of the Exps. (19), (20) it is clear that a

strong external electrostatic field creates in a layer com-

pletely new physical situation. As we see, if the energy

obtained by a charge carrier from an external field, is much

more than the energy of the orbital motion in the layer, the

motion character and, correspondingly, the energy spec-

trum of a particle along the angular variables #and u are

changed. A strong external field creates a new deep

potential well along the polar variable # As a consequence:

1. first, along with the quantum confinement in the radial

direction, the charge carriers in the layer are addition-

ally localized also with respect to their polar-angular

motion. The particle under action of a strong external

field, vibrates in a narrow angular cone of the polar

variable #: This case is physically similar to the case

when a rotation of an eccentric wheel is changed to a

vibration with the gravity force increasing.

2. Rotational motion by the azimuthal angle u in the

presence of an external field is preserved, but this

rotation does not occur over the entire surface of the

sphere. The rotation occurs now around the circum-

ference of the polar angle cone base.

3. At the same time the strong external field separates

electron and hole spatially along the field’s direction

and traps them to the opposite ends of the spherical

layer’s diameter. The localization cones of opposite

charges are disposed at opposite edges of the layer

diameter directed along the external field.
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4. The energy of the angular motion of charge carriers is

now determined by the explicit dependence on the

azimuthal number m = 0, ±1, ±2,… and on a new

quantum number k = 0, 1, 2,… which now character-

izes the particle’s motion along the polar angle.

For the complete wave function and for the full energy

of the particle in the layer in the presence of external field

can be written now:

W r; #;uð Þ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

L

r
sin

pn r�R1ð Þ
L

r
v #ð Þ eijmjuffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p ð23Þ

E � Erad þEang ¼
p2�h2n2

2lL2
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�h2V0

2lR2
n

s
2k þ mj j þ 1ð Þ; ð24Þ

As we can see, the energy substructure of a particle in

the layer in the presence of a strong external field is

characterized by a set of three quantum numbers. Note

also, that the presence of an external field leads to an

explicit dependence of the particle wave functions on the

values of the effective masses of charge carriers.

Conclusions

On the results obtained in this study we can conclude the

following:

– the suggested theoretical model is physically adequate

to the system under consideration and allows to get

results in analytical form,

– the energy spectrum of charge carriers in QDQW in the

presence of external strong homogeneous electric field

is strongly discrete; consequently the electro-optical

absorption in the system will be strictly resonant,

– under the influence of strong external field the

rotational motion of carriers around the circumference

of the sphere disappears; instead the electron and hole

begin to oscillate in a narrow angular cone at the

opposite ends of a diameter in the direction of the field,

at the same time making a rotation around the

circumference of the base of the cone,

– the external field leads to a spatial separation of

opposite charge carriers, which reduces the probability

of radiative recombination of electron–hole pair.

– If the material and geometrical sizes of QDQW are

known, the results of above theoretical calculations

could be used to carry out appropriate experiments;

– it is possible to modify the optical-energy parameters of

the system by variation of geometrical sizes of the

sample and the intensity of external field in a controlled

manner; at the same time the dependence of absorption

parameters upon effective masses of carriers opens a

possibility to define its values experimentally in the

presence of external electric field.

As a consequence, we can conclude that in the appli-

cation plan there is a real opportunity to use the theoretical

results obtained for the geometrical and electrical tuning of

optical and other parameters of QDQW.
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